PRODUCT BRIEF
Overview
The leading open source team messaging alternative
to Slack, on the Red Hat® OpenShift cloud.

Executive Summary

FAST FACTS
Company:
Rocket.Chat
Website:
rocket.chat

Contact:
contact@rocket.chat

Company Description

Communicate anywhere with our web, embeddable,
desktop and mobile clients. Rocket.Chat is the leading
open source team communication platform. A free
Slack alternative to take back control of your data, save
time and increase productivity. Message, screenshare
and conduct audio and video conferences in private,
public and guest channels. Secure user roles with our
advanced access control tools. Embed chat in your web
and mobile applications with LiveChat and transform
your team chat into a single communication platform
for messaging, customer support and lead generation.
Make Rocket.Chat your own with our open source
community, partnership integrations, plugins and
powerful APIs.

Product Profile

The easiest and quickest way to setup, run and scale a
Rocket.Chat cloud solution, fully taking advantage of
Red Hat OpenShift to run either as a single instance or
over a robust, scalable multi-instance cluster.

Efficient real-time communication is critical to
successfully and consistently deliver value to
customers. Rocket.Chat has partnered with RedHat®
to deliver a containerized cloud solution that ensures
your team chat scales with your success and meets
the increasing demands that follow. The solution takes
advantage of Red Hat OpenShift features in the most
optimal way to ensure you have a cost effective and
scalable communication platform no matter the size of
your organization.

Statement from Partner

“As real-time team communication matures, enterprises
are looking for a single platform to unify communication
across functional groups. We built Rocket.Chat and our
innovative LiveChat feature to master all team and
customer communication from a single solution, without
the burden of multi-system context switching. With
LiveChat, teams can manage their customer support
and sales leads directly alongside their team chat, saving
time and money on subscriptions, training and support.
We are extremely excited to partner with Red Hat to
bring Rocket.Chat to OpenShift making it easier than
ever for enterprises to setup, run and scale the only team
communication platform they will ever need.” Gabriel
Engel - Rocket.Chat CEO and Founder

Statement from Red Hat Connect

“Customers are looking to migrate their applications
to the cloud leveraging containers as the deployment
model,” said Mike Werner, senior director, Global
Technology Partners, Red Hat. “Red Hat container
certification assures a supportable and performant
platform for all types of customer deployment models.
Red Hat is thrilled to work with software partners like
Rocket.Chat, resulting in the world’s largest commercial
ecosystem for containers.”

Product Benefits
Run the leading open source team communication platform on a cost-effective,
scalable and secure cloud solution:
• Significantly reduce the time and expertise needed to setup, run, scale and support
your own team chat solution.
• Take advantage of Rocket.Chat’s containerized architecture running on the
OpenShift cloud to provide a cost-effective solution no matter the size of your
organization.
• Run the official supported Rocket.Chat containers on the secure OpenShift cloud.

Use Cases
Startups, universities, banks, governments, NGOs and global enterprises trust Rocket.Chat for:
• Team Messaging
The ultimate team chat platform. Message, screenshare and conduct audio and video conferences in private,
public and guest channels. No user restrictions, so Rocket.Chat can grow with you no matter the size.
• Compliance and Security:
Rocket.Chat is trusted by governments and banks who need to control all aspects of their data access
and management.
• Customer Support and Lead Generation:
LiveChat enables you to embed your team chat in your website or mobile app to unify customer
communication and team chat into a single communication platform.

To find out more about unifying your organization’s
communication into a single platform as well
as our support and training offerings, visit
https://rocket.chat or email: sales@rocket.chat
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